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Protein-protein interactions are required in many important biological processes, for example, hormone–receptor binding,
antigen-antibody interactions and so on. Evidences also suggest that disease-causing mutations disrupt protein interactions. In
the present work, we used machine learning tools to discriminate between interface and non-interface residues of proteins using
structure and sequence information. We generated features from protein sequence and structure using a non-redundant set of
protein hetero-complexes from the protein data bank. The training dataset comprised of (A) interface residues and non-interface
surface residues for structure based prediction and (B) interface residues and all other residues (viz., non-interface surface and
core residues) for sequence based prediction. The datasets were used to build classification algorithms using random forest (RF)
and support vector machine (SVM) coupled with 10 fold cross-validation for evaluation. Overall, RF outperformed SVM in most
cases. The best performing sequence-based classification tool achieved an accuracy of 73% and when protein structure was
included the accuracy was 70%. Protein structural flexibilities and sequence conservation were among the best classification
features ranked on the basis of their area under the receiver operating characteristics (AUC) curves (ROC). We used our predictor
to analyze disease causing mutations and observed enrichment of protein-protein interaction sites in disease situations. Overall,
our
results
indicate
that
machine
learning
may
be
used
to
analyze
disease
mutations.
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